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Your team starts on the station that corresponds to your team’s regular field number (i.e. Team Field 4
would start on Station #4, etc.). Rotate counter-clockwise, to the next one, when done w/ a station (approx.
10 minutes each station).
We’ll try to have a HS assistant on each station to help with demonstrations (for those that aren’t so
self-explanatory).
At the end, coaches tally points. Prize goes to the high point total boy and girl on your team (plus an extra
one will be available to you for coaches discretion -- i.e. Most Improved, Coach’s Award, etc --, or to break a
tie). Announce winners during your team trophy presentation.
Your team’s trophies will be available at the Jamboree’s HQ tent on Upper Griffin. You can decide on where
you’ll do trophies (i.e. up at the snack shack area on Upper Griffin, down on Lower Griffin). Towards the end
of the skills challenge, you can have a parent go get the trophies if you’re planning on staying at Lower
Griffin for the presentation.
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Station #1 (Dribbling - Controlled Stop)

Each player gets timed going around the dribbling
circuit. They start dribbling at one square, stop the ball
in the next square, and start dribbling the next ball to
the next square, and so on. Add 5 seconds if someone
doesn’t stop their ball in a square before moving on to
the next ball. Fastest time gets 15 points, 2nd fastest
gets 10 points, and 3rd fastest gets 5 points. Everyone
else gets 0 points.

Station #3 (Passing Accuracy)

Each player gets 5 kicks to hit the target as many times
as possible. If they hit the target, they get 5 points.
They get a bonus kick for each hit target.

Station #5 (Shooting Accuracy)

Each player gets 4 shot tries to knock over the 4 balls
on cones. 1 point for each one knocked over. For each
ball knocked over, player gets 1 additional bonus shot
and if they knock over another ball, they get 5 bonus
points for each additional one. A knockover has to be
on the initial shot, not on the bounce after hitting the
net.

Station #2 (Juggling)

Each player gets 3 attempts to juggle the ball as many
times as possible, with their feet and thighs.Ball can’t hit
the ground. 1 point for each touch over the 1st one. 5
bonus points if they juggle more than 2 times.

Station #4 (Dribbling - Controlled Speed)

Each player gets timed dribbling in and out of the cones
and back. Add 5 seconds for each missed cone.
Fastest time gets 15 points, 2nd fastest gets 10 points,
and 3rd fastest gets 5 points. Everyone else gets 0
points.

Station #6 (Throw-in Accuracy)
Each player gets 5 throw-in attempts, from a sideline, to
have the throw land in one of the 2 boxes (or knock the
center ball over -- in the air -- in those boxes). Points
awarded as follows…
● 1 point - throw lands in closer box, but doesn’t
knock center ball over
● 3 points - throw lands in farther box, but
doesn’t knock center ball over
● Can only knock the 2 center balls over once
each to get these points.
○ Closer box center ball knocked over
in air -- 5 points
○ Farther box center ball knocked over
in air -- 10 points
● No points awarded if throw-in is bad (i.e. lifted
foot, not 2-handed overhead, not behind the
sideline, etc.)

